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APPLICATION 07 THN SCHMIDT MORN
TO NONLINEAR INTEGRAL ADATIONS -

INTRODUCTION

In recent considerable attention has been foc.zed.

on methods of so equations which arise in physical

problems. Motional procedure has been one of successive substitu-

tions. The purpose of the present paper Is to exhibit another method

of solving nonlinsar problems which has certain advantages net found

in the usual iterative schemes.

Schmidt presented his theory on the **of solutions

nonlinear integral equations in 1908 113, p ). Previ

Iredhola had proved the existence of a uniqee on in the now

characteristic case, and of several solutions in the characteristic

case, for linear integral equations. Schmidt developed a similar

tsory for nonlinear equations using a me hca analogous to the power

series solutions for implicit analytic equations. In 1922 Georg

Hamel remarked that no attempt had been made to put the Schmidt theory

practical Use and that he was trying to do so in solving

ulna problem 15, pp.1.47). He indicated the general procedure and

de statements concerning the number of solutions which one might

expect to obtain under various conditions. A few years later,

A. Hammerstein gave a further development of the Schmidt theory for

a special class of analytic nonlinear problems which Hazel's

problem is one instance 16. pp.1120.1763, At about the sans time

R. Iglisch madean extensive study of Ramels problem using the



0. Friedrichs and J J. Stoker indicated a

Schmidt method and one which they employed in sol

the buckled, circular plate 04 PP.8811.-8871. Also,

13, Pn.206.-2311 and R. G. Bartle Ii, pp471-183] have generalised

the Schmidt theory for a class of analytic functional equations defined

on Bomach spaces.

In spite of s remark in the ear

1011 use has been

we have succeeded in exhibiting it in each a

readily be 110414 in solving some nonlinear

In general, the Schmidt process yields solutions in the

ighborhood of those of the equation formed by considering only the

linear terms. Tor example, the equation of the forced vibrations

a pendulum is

of the Schmidt algorithm.

solutions in the neighborhood

ity between the

roblen of

then the Schmidt method determines solutions in the neighborhood of

Schmidt th hout exhibiting ox

LI. 144325-342; 220; 9,

However. If the solution for the homogeneous nonl ,on is knows*

no

ROWOVOr. this



thou of the homogensous nonlinear equation. For example, vsknow the

elliptic function solution for the homogeneous equation of the vibrating
pendilua

Consequently, we can dot

homogeneous problem in t

the solutions of corresponding

his elliptic function,

The chief advantago of this method over iterative schemes

othods of successive approximations lies in the fact that only

pplication of the nonlinear operator is hsesssarr. Nowevor, th

process is limited because of the integrations which one *eon ones:ant

This difficulty could be overcome if one had available &Mei slxvot

digital computer.

We will employ the Sehmidt prottedno. in obtaining the first

ow terms of series solutions to several physical problems.

equation of the forced vibrations of a pendulum where there

ing, we will discuss both the case of unique eolvobility and

of several solutions. Iktffines equation, which arose an an

on to the pendulum equation", will be treated for the ease of a
unique solution. An interesting equation arising in astro PhYsicso

that of S. Chandrasokhar, will be discussed. Also, we will indicate

the method for solving aAYStem of. equations which *iris, in astro
physics.

PC ta the



rollewing 3c1mi4tis notations we shall be

nonlinear integral equations which caul)* azpress4 in teras of

" integral power forme II consisting of a finite mambo of t
power terms*

reesion of the form

(2.1)

is an Integral pate: term

rnoNs

. For

are all integral power terms of the eecoai degree in

definition of an integral power term can be extended to

argument functions. An expression of the fora



where

0*

Pp

Lb.

is an integral power mn two argument

Alma/one y(e) enalP(s

Too integral power terms are of jjkAyamm,when the

of eivensnts

426

coincide. Since the order of integration in (2.1) be so arranged

that

the number of integral power terms of the be finite.

The fo/lowing two properties of integral power terms ars

determining he degree of a given term.

A. The prodnct of an integral power term of the

and one of the n degree is an integral power term of the (ft)

es



Xne n power of an integral power tera of the

degree is one of ths m nth degree 113, p,373

The sum of a finite number of different integral power terms

degree in 7(6) is an =duel mum liga of the

t is represented by the symbol Wa(III) This definition of an

integral power form can also be extended to a amber of argument

functions, ror example, the symbol wan( ;5)) indicates an integral

power form of the degree in y(e) and the degree in 57(e).

The nonlinear integral equation to be discussed bore coneiste

of a finite or infinite number of integral power forms in

two argument functions.

2.2)

since

equation 202) may as

e written as

is expresso& in the form

or simplification vs will ntroduce an operator notation. That

an equation of the form



In sal

consider.

Case

notation .3) becomes

AuLatia JUG:Waal

tion is obtained..

Case

.4,004 tunaiiume =lima

Viit king K(s.$)) IVA BA Mt *91110W (AM=
.glat. In this case a unique o3.ur-

sgattiwts,

Asre branching OCOttra

more than one solution may be obtaineie, These solutions may be reel

or imaginary«



may be calculi% od explicit

written as

(3.2)

maRing the mibsttttton

Therefore« to do

stitate for 7 the quactit

SCBMIDT PRO0ELURT4

The Schmidt proe.dure is closely ri].ated. to the cola

a function y (x) defined implicitly by analytic equation

f( )

022 aitt it

process, we have an equation of the fore

47) se 0

00 equation (34) aay be

neceesary to



then e

41)

so es by sabot

become

(2.4). we

(3.5) 7 sE

The co t

71'/)# 4).

I p

Lit# 0 for the primitive b has now
Dr

that

on 3) becomes

shall bare no solution other than 7 0 -.--.--i.e.,that go

n-zero * isro solutions *. Then the resolvent korne

p.372) is so datermined

(3.14)

ions

If we employ this relation in connection with eation

a second equation

quantity



(3.6)

(3.8)

becomes

be

he jut
as an integral power series

wer forms through the nth degree, Schmidt

f 7, lash sme

nos* 0onsequent4,

10

powerintegral form of the first degree has been determined the others

be successively evaluated,

fter we have substituted (3.8) into (34), we obtain a

solution of the form

t ( the expression E13, p.381)

the integral power forms (;) it 2. may e

determined by ore those of like degree. confiection, pro.

parties A and of integral power terms given in section on defihiwi'

time are helpful. The integral pa form of the first degree can be

determined immediately. Pr (3.6) w have



Schmidt shows that this series converges awl satisfies
Moreover, this *solution 0 [13$ PP,0046385]



has solutions other than u O. 00 *Wien

theory 113, p.386] the number of linearly 1

of (4.1) is finite and equal

e adjoint equation

(4.2)

solutions say be represen

413'

and all the sere of (4.2) by

*

ent solutio

of the coin

where in both cases the eya represent real constants.

solve equation (2.4) under these conditions Schmidt

introduces a new kernel

CCM YROCIDUU. CABS U.

When the kernel ge.t) has different

from serop there may be several solutions to the nonlinear integral

equation. These solutions are obtained by solving a eh Kum.-

tiono using the method of Puiseau

In this ease, we asstme that the equation



where the continuous functions

conditions,

When the resolvent kernel

(3,4) are employed, we obtain

(6) a

rb

S are essary and sufficient conditions that the new kernel

It (sot) have no more II sere solutions "than 13, p.387

Consider the ease in 'which 1(.4'0 has a single sere

solution. Than

X.(

If ye substitute this expression for o the iett4an&

side of equation (2.4), vs have

are so chosen that th



(4.3)

lag tha Ouse

( '47) -
are made. ovation 4.3) bosoms.

dt

it .4) the glumLdt utes



(4.6)

On multiplying equation 4.6) by de aM integrating
over the interval we have the lichugaritaiktiga

(1447)

4.9)

The sole. o t it form

nom is solved for s method of Pulse= PP365-
14803, sill not give a detailed account of this method but will

mply indicate the procedure for the special case used later in the

examples. Consider the equation f(x.y) gg 0, If, for z

az # 0, then the power series development of f(x.y) gg 0 include* &

term of the first degree in z. Coneeqjiently, ono has

(4.8) V24) Az+ BF. # 0)

. the auzil OZ

the remaining terms being divisibl

trot. consider 7 as the independent variable. 2h

solved for in terms of 7



has n distinet roots, each of which can be r

series in y. since the

the roots 41

value of

any one of the n roots. Consequently equation be written
J.a

X se
(11.W)

eiccessive powers of

Then, by consider mg

solved for y in terms

roots are obtained

e

it a

Equation (4.11) represents values of r which tend. toward. zero

with x* Therefore, from equation (4.8) we notice that when n repre-

stints the term of lowest degree in y only, we have n solutions

for y in terms ofz.
'tom this, we see that the branch equation (4.7) have

more than solution, depending upon the first non-zero coeff lot en

of a power of s* Consequently, when the kernel "(sot) has chsrcstsr"'

istic functions different from sere, equation (2.4) will net necessarily

have a unique solutions

ted as a poser

multiplying one of

take for the

ndependent variable, (l1. l0)

It follows that

2

(bi a)



Theref

The differentia equation of the notion is

gel eta x 0 sin

2

it follows West

sin
ta

use the Lolunitit theory t periodic

solution tore the forced. Tibretions of a pentalua hsn there is no



tly. the periodic solutions for equeti (5.1) may be eb-

tainea by solving the nonlinear integral equation (5.2)

LT sin x is expanded into a power series in 24, equation

(5.2) becomes

(5.3)

where only the linear terms in xbave been retained on the lfthnd
side. When u.< 1, gtvr s no characteristic functions other than

zero. Therefore, it follows from (5t3) the

(5.4)

when the resolvent kernel 3( ) is introduced. Bower, the original
kernel and the resolvent kernel satisfy the relation iI2. p.163]

R Z *

Con (5.4) becomes

0)

V.



(5.5) ( sin t sin t

We will detez'mtne the first five integra1 power forms

substituting for m in (5. the quantity

tq )

where cp sin to and retaining the integral power forms through

fifth degree. When the integral power forms otthe same degree are

equated, we have

It follows tha

0



(5.6)

(ta

z sa a easestu 1) ar 40 (t

Because of th jcteziese theorem 113, s380"38531 this ill

the on17 solution for e< 141 We readily see that in order to insure

convergenoe it is necessary to assume that 0 is sufficiently small.

Also, when z 0, Coneecuent3.7. we have obtained a solution

in the neighborhood of the free linear vibration of the wet

To obtain the solution in the neighborhood of that of the

*commie nonlinear equation, one would proceed in a worewhat

different fashion as Hamel has indicated 15, poll). Tb. elli t

function solution for the equation

Then let

sin 3t



Zoos 0

(5.7) becomes

(5.8
21

(t) OW+

oos +

the equation

005 0+

Howøyer11 since sr co (r) and H( related that

To determine the integral power forms through the third

*gores, one substitutes for q(t) in (5.3) the Vaunt,'

and substitu equation (5.2) This yields

Mk) 10 "' 0 sift t

or expanding sin (0 into a power series in and tin lbto
consideration (5 .6), finally

005 IkI
has no solution other than 3' we can introduce the resolvent

kernel H(ter) and obtain

(54)



31. *qua ing integre

Beemm e of the difficulties encountered. in evaluating the es integral
power forms the solution will be left in this form.

arms of like *grim, wehave

I ein

X sin r)

?he solution to equation (5.2) the neighborhood that o

homogeneous nonlinear equation



(6.1)

or

(6.3)

s.r)

*gain, since

It < 1.

from equation (6.3) obtain

=MINOS NUATION

Duffing' a equation for the case of no is closeXy

associated with the pe ulna problem. The different tics of

the motion ia

(am

resolven SO')

WIWI a new inaependent variable a le introduced

tion, * t. equation (6.1) becomes

6.2) w2 0 *I to

The periodic solution for (6.2) may be obtained by solving the inta

arel equation



6,4) becomes

Were, the integral

that used in the pend

the result for the first

P 113 32P5
A-03.22 (12-cs)5

e obtained b the same procedure as

Co*aent3i, we will simPkywit

er forms. We have

would appear from the tare of the solution that in o

to insure convergence it Is necessary' to assume that S and I arc
sufficiently small. Also, if the process were continued farther,

uld become apparent that a, mast likewise be restricted. Again* we

ing that the motion takes place in the neighborhood of the free

tion of the system.

[ii(6.5) (



To obtain the solution in rhood. of that of the

homogeneous nonlinear equation. one mould proceed in the manner Indica..

ted for the pexu1ua problem. This procedure for treating the integral

equation la atelier to the nethod. of Ramscher 114, p.110] for handling

the differential equation.



J

is important in the theory of radiative transfer.

function-Y-(0 is an even polynomial in s which

ndition

bandra ekhersolyad. this equation by using WIL iteratiV

Be first proved £2, pp.106-107] that the vim'

t to the equation
ii+ trtl, zsit

ei

sor(t1

eteristie

WIATIom OP CHANDUSEKRAIL

Ohandrasekhar Las shown that the noel near integral tion

1) SOO 31:(11) x (t) gg

and used the iteration me on (1.2) El first ap ximo oo for

obtained kr a numerical integration applied to an integre--

tial equation from which (TA) arises 12 pp.123-124]

Bswever, this equation lends itself quite readily to the

ure. Let



We will consider only

Y (t)

It follow

constant. The kernel in this case 11111 have no

case of isotropic scattering in whisk

integral sr forms can be determined by sUb-

2 -A1413rP.
a 4- .8

k ,67glea
+ .9

Aly equating the integral power degree, we have

characteristic functions other than x 0. Consequently

a unique solution

The first

etituting for z in equati n (743) the quantity



first term

Table I in the sppendix gives values for x(e) based upon these

firs hree integral power foraa. For very small values of

value of ) corresponds suite closely to hose obtained by

Chandra...Sher $ P.1251. However, as the value of ac, increases, the
discrepancy is quite large. For example, when leo 01 01.1, the values

differ from those of Ohandraeekhar at aost by 0,0001 but for go w 0.5

they differ by 0.02. Our values could be refined by determining into-

Val power forms of higher order.

Chandrasekhar has also Indicated that the system of nonlinear

If

U approxima

at

radi3tive Here we 4ll *imp', indicate how

theory can be employed in solving this system without per-

forming the calculations.

Let

.t) sNit)



fo

Ware knomm41

be determined through

7.4) is of the for

( a
k

egral power forms ma be daft

n (NO the quantities

Jowl

substituting

smomeding integral ppm.

Therefore the solution

V V 112 "" W2 K. W



Aeomuse of the calculations that are involved i o difficult
to indicate the multiplicity of solutions for the pendulum problem.

Consequently, we first solvery simple nonlinear integral equati

high illustrates the idea of branching and then proceed to

problem.

eider the e

8.1)

UIJIf. a AN INTER.

Wh the nonlinear are on the right-hand

becomes

8.2) (ote

Kx 0

solution. z * Therefore a new kernel

(a, ) I (ett) 4, 3 at

Is introduced, on the -haul side of equation (8.2). It feuowa that



when we sot

(8.3)

Now, the rscvent erne1 N( *.t)

(8.0

where

t four integral power forms cen be determined by substituting

in (8.1e) the quantity

It follows tha

..(inktm) + ift]
=X+EZ

1111(

0

Nquating integral forms of like degreegives



- 4.3

ecassary to cistern

value of s smor be determined.,

grate over the interval 1O.11. we have

6) has been s
2

. Therefore, s eau be

he breach equation from

we multiply (8.5) by 3 s

lomest degree in $ only

ed. into a power series in of the

oh the

and into-

Consequently. Is

(8.5) z(s) s-a) e 2-0 (



where

sin t ( Ja
% 3

into the left- e of equation (5.3). This

inoe there are two possible values for br we bare two laws of w

ven by (8). Consequently. (8.7) together with 8.5) gives two

time to equation 8.1) for 3

ning now to equation (5.3) for the pendulua problem, we

the equation

0

nonzero solution when re, a new



dees not have a nonrmero solution for a. A, an integer. onsegnent170

the resolvent kernel H ) nay be introduced. Thus,

8,0

the equation

(sin At

(sin t +

tame A itsI. Then (s.a) ecom

The integral power forms throtgh the fifth degr
substituting for x in 8.9) the quantit7

E tsik
kal

ting integral power ferns of l degree gives

sin br
sin. r



It follows the

(8.21)

1

Th.refore. the solution

0

sin

To determine the onto&

aint dt and integrate over tile in

sin t sin

Qu1tip1y

lQ1n3.This gi

iv) air



OW*

8.13)

of lowest degree in s 0n17 is s3

a. Power series in 0 of the fors

Then (8.13) together 10) represents the only real solution to

equation (5.3) for a. = 1. These results correspond to the conclusions

which Hanel reached using the Rits procedure 5 pp.4-53.

To insure convergence, it is necessary to assume that A is

sufficiently mall. Also, when # = 0, that our solution lies

ighborhood of tha free linear vibrations of the system. To

solutions close to those of the nonlinear system, we would.

0

ore, s Nov be

the on1 real

solution being

Substitut 8.12 equating ere of gives



parameter s will occur in. each term of the equation

series expansion for the sine function involves oni7 odd powers o

function, and (A sin t) for n an odd integer will not yield a term

f the form Pk sic 2t. Consequently, the only real value of s sat e-

equation (8.14) is a Mr O. There are two imaginery solutio ,

result is obtained for any even value offs.. Therefore, when a

en integer, the only real solution is x(t) 0,

For um3, the branch equation is

Int X +

proceed in the manner se for a. <

24 the branch equation becomes

s one real on different from se

imalartarr lotions,

or larger oda values of a there is the possibility of

more then one real solution different from sere as Bassi has isglaatad

15, pp.4-5
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itpriaanx

Table I

0 1.0000 1,0000 ].,0000 1.0000 1.0000

.1 1.0852 1.103.9 1,2194 1,1376 1.1566

.2 1.1322 1.1590 1.1872 1.2167 1.2477

1. 1 1.2368 1.450 1,3150

1.1914 1.2313 1.2734 1.3179 03646

1.2138 1.2589 103068 1.352)4 1 Ill

1,0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000

1,0 1.0254 1.0393 1.0538 1,0692.

1,0186 1.0386 1.0600 1.0826 1.1067

1.0229 1.0478 1.07 1.1032 1.1338

1.0262 1.0541 1.08513 1.1185 1.1538

1.0288 1.06014 1.094 1.133.6 1.1714




